
Select ion Review #1

A Wrinkle in T ime

Chapters 1 and 2

1. Describe Meg and explain why she doesn’t fit in at school. Meg is an anxious girl who
lacks self-confidence and feels unattractive. She seems immature for her age, and other
children at school often make fun of her. Meg does poorly in her schoolwork because she
has trouble concentrating in school and feels that her studies are not connected to real life.
Meg’s unhappiness at school often leads to problems with teachers, who consider her rude
and uncooperative.

2. Describe Charles Wallace. Tell how he is different from other children. Charles Wallace is
Meg’s five-year-old brother. He is very bright, but other people in town think he is stupid be-
cause he didn’t talk until he was four and rarely speaks in public. At home, Charles talks and
behaves as though he were much older than five. He is helpful and kind and has a special
concern for his mother and his sister Meg. Charles Wallace has an unusual ability to sense
other people’s needs and thoughts.

3. What unusual ability do Charles Wallace, Mrs. Whatsit, Mrs. Who, and Calvin O’Keefe
seem to share? Give examples to support your answer. Charles Wallace, Mrs. Whatsit, and
Mrs. Who all seem to have the ability to sense what other people want or are thinking. For
example, Charles Wallace knew what his mother and sister wanted to eat before they told
him. He also knew that the ladies in the haunted house had stolen Mrs. Buncombe’s sheets,
although he didn’t know why. Mrs. Whatsit knew that Charles Wallace had secretly stored
caviar at his house, although he didn’t tell her. Mrs. Who knows who Calvin is and what he is
like, even though she has just met him. Calvin also seems to share this ability to some de-
gree. He has a strong urge to come to the haunted house, and it seems as though Mrs. Who
is expecting him.

4. Describe Mrs. Whatsit and Mrs. Who. What is their relationship with Charles Wallace
like? Mrs. Whatsit and Mrs. Who are two very unusual elderly ladies who are living in a
house that townspeople consider haunted. The ladies seem to know a lot about people they
have never met. They have a special relationship with Charles Wallace, who, like them, has a
special ability to sense people’s thoughts and needs. The ladies and Charles Wallace talk to
one another as though they know each other very well, even though Charles Wallace met
them only recently. Charles Wallace feels comfortable enough with the elderly ladies to scold
them when they do things of which he disapproves. 
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5. At this point in the story, what do we know about Mr. Murry’s disappearance? Who has made
plans to rescue him? Mr. Murry is a scientist who has been away from his family for a long
time. It appears that he left his family for a purpose, perhaps for a time of scientific exploration.
Mr. Murry kept in contact with his family for a while, but all contact with him ended about a
year before the story begins. Mrs. Murry expresses confidence that her husband will return,
but the children seem less certain. Mrs. Whatsit and Mrs. Who have a special concern for the
Murry family and have made some plans to rescue Mr. Murry.
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Select ion Review #2

A Wrinkle in T Ime

Chapters 3 and 4

1. Why do Meg’s teachers complain about her? Meg’s teachers complain about her because
she performs poorly in school and does not work out math problems in the way the teacher
expects. Also, Meg’s handwriting is not easy to read, so her teachers have trouble under-
standing it.  Finally, she is stubborn and sometimes has a bad attitude.

2. Why does Calvin enjoy being with the Murry family? Calvin says that no one cares for him
at home. He enjoys the Murry family because Mrs. Murry, Charles Wallace, and Meg care
very deeply for one another. Calvin also enjoys being with the Murrys because he feels that
they accept him for who he is. At school he feels that he cannot talk and act the way he
would like to.

3. Why do Mrs. Who, Mrs. Whatsit, and Mrs. Which take the children to the planet Uriel?
Although not everything is known about Mrs. Who, Mrs. Whatsit, and Mrs. Which’s plans, it is
clear that going to Uriel is the first step in a mission to rescue Mr. Murry. The group stops at
Uriel to rest, but also so that the children can see the Black Thing. The children must go
against this evil force when they try to rescue Mr. Murry. It also becomes clear that their task
will involve more than just rescuing Mr. Murry.

4. Describe the special connection Charles Wallace seems to have with Mrs. Who, Mrs.
Which, and Mrs. Whatsit. We already know that Charles Wallace can sense what people are
thinking, just as Mrs. Who, Mrs Which, andMrs. Whatsit can. While Meg and Calvin seem
completely confused when they travel to the planet Uriel, Charles Wallace seems to under-
stand a little of what is happening. Charles is also able to help Mrs. Whatsit translate the
strange song of the centaur-like creatures that live on Uriel.

5. Why do Mrs. Who and Mrs. Which consider Mrs. Whatsit’s desire to explain things in
words a weakness? One theme of A Wrinkle In Time is that some feelings, ideas, or experi-
ences cannot be expressed in words. Mrs. Who finds it very difficult to communicate using
words, so she often quotes other people instead. When Mrs. Whatsit tries to use words to
explain to the children how they traveled to Uriel, Mrs. Who and Mrs. Which criticize her. Mrs.
Who calls Mrs. Whatsit “young and naïve” for trying to explain it.



Select ion Review #3

A Wrinkle in T Ime

Chapters 5 and 6

1. Explain the story’s title, A Wrinkle In Time. A Wrinkle In Time refers to time travel. Just as
the children have taken a quick leap from one point in space to another (they have “tessered”),
they have also taken a kind of leap in time (they have “wrinkled”). The children’s parents
won’t realize they are away because they will return home at about the same time they left.
In other words, no time will pass while they are away.

2. What do the children learn about Earth when they look through the Happy Medium’s
crystal ball? The children discover that the shadow of the Dark Thing falls on the earth. The
Dark Thing has caused many troubles on Earth and will soon overpower it if someone
doesn’t stop it. There have been many people on Earth who have fought the Dark Thing
throughout history. These people include religious leaders as well as great artists, musicians,
writers, and scientists.

3. Why does Meg become angry when she sees her mother in the crystal ball? Why does
Mrs. Whatsit tell her to stay angry? When Meg looks into the crystal ball, she sees that her
mother is very sad. Meg becomes angry when she sees this because she realizes how much
her mother is suffering. Mrs. Whatsit tells Meg to stay angry because Meg’s anger gives her
strength to fight the Dark Thing. The Dark Thing is evil and strong, and Meg must be deter-
mined to fight against this fearful power.

4. What is Camazotz? Why have the children been taken there? Camazotz is a planet that
has been completely overcome by the Dark Thing. It is also the place where Mr. Murry has
been taken. The children have been taken to Camazotz to fight against the Dark Thing and
to rescue Mr. Murry.

5.  How has the evil influence of the Dark Thing affected the people of Camazotz? The Dark
Thing’s influence has produced sameness on the planet of Camazotz. All the houses and
yards are exactly the same. All the children bounce their balls in the same rhythm. The moth-
ers look nearly the same and come out of their houses at the same time. The people are like
robots who do not seem to think for themselves.
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Select ion Review #4

A Wrinkle in T Ime

Chapters 7 and 8

1. Why are the children sent to the man with the red eyes soon after they enter the CEN-
TRAL Central Intelligence Building? The children are strangers in Camazotz and do not act
like other people on the planet, who speak and act like robots. A worker near the entrance of
the CENTRAL Central Intelligence Building tells the children that he must report them. The
man warns the children that they will probably be “reprocessed,” which seems to be an un-
pleasant way that people are trained to obey the rules of behavior on Camazotz. The man
sends the children to the man with the red eyes when he reports them.

2. Why is it more difficult for the man with the red eyes to influence Charles Wallace than
the other children? The man with the red eyes communicates with the children by speaking
directly to their brains. Charles Wallace has unusual mental powers and is able to close his
mind completely to this man, while Meg and Calvin cannot. Because of this, the man with
the red eyes has less influence over Charles Wallace. 

3. Why does Charles Wallace allow the man with the red eyes to gain control over his mind?
What happens when he does this? Charles Wallace decides to “go into” the mind of the
man with the red eyes because he feels it is the only way he can learn the true source of the
evil on Camazotz. He wants to find out who or what is speaking through the man with the red
eyes. He also wants to learn where his father is being kept and how to rescue him. When
Charles Wallace is hypnotized, he acts very differently. Instead of fighting against the man
with the red eyes, he agrees with him and tries to convince Meg and Calvin that Camazotz is
a wonderful place. He acts like a robot, like the other people on Camazotz.

4. How does Meg think Calvin will be able to help Charles Wallace? Meg remembers that Mrs.
Whatsit gave Calvin the gift of communication to help the children in their task on Camazotz.
Meg thinks that Calvin can use this gift to try to communicate to Charles Wallace’s brain
even though he is hypnotized.

5. Why do the man with the red eyes and Charles Wallace say that Camazotz is such a happy
place? The man with red eyes says that Camazotz is a happy place because one central
mind assumes all responsibilities. People no longer need to think and make decisions. They
are also free from pain and suffering. The man with the red eyes and Charles Wallace say
this is what makes the people of Camazotz peaceful and happy. Those who are sick or in
pain are killed in order to end their suffering. Since people do not have to think for themselves
or make decisions, their lives are free of stress, and they are peaceful.



Select ion Review #5

A Wrinkle in T Ime

Chapters 9 and 10

1. How does Meg help her father escape from his prison inside the transparent column?
Meg puts on Mrs. Who’s glasses and is able to pass through the column to embrace her
father. The glasses rearrange the atoms in the column somehow so that there is enough
space for a person to pass through it. When Mr. Murry puts on the glasses and carries Meg,
they are both able to get free of his prison.

2. Why is Meg disappointed in her father after he escapes from the transparent column?
Meg was thinking that after her father was rescued, he would be able to solve all her problems
and take his family back home safely. She is very disappointed in Mr. Murry because Charles
Wallace’s circumstances and her situation actually become worse after she helps rescue him.  

3. Why do Mr. Murry, Meg, and Calvin leave Camazotz suddenly, and why is Charles Wallace
left behind? Calvin tells Mr. Murry to tesser because IT has almost taken over control of
Meg, and it is also almost about to take control of him. By tessering to another planet, Mr.
Murry takes Meg, Calvin, and himself away from IT. Mr. Murry chooses not to take Charles
Wallace with them because it would be too dangerous. IT has such control of Charles Wallace
that he might be killed if they try to take him away.

4. According to Mr. Murry, what weakness does IT have? Mr. Murry says that parts of IT have
become weak from lack of use because no human mind has tried to hold out against it for
many centuries. Since IT is not used to being refused, Mr. Murry, Calvin, and Meg are able to
resist ITs power for a while.  

5. How does Mr. Murry feel about the tessering experiments in which he was involved?
Why does he feel this way? Mr. Murry feels that when he and the other scientists were
experimenting with tessering, they were like “children playing with dynamite.” In other words,
the scientists knew too little about what they were doing, and the experiments were far too
dangerous. Mr. Murry feels that he and the other scientists rushed into something too
quickly. He says this because the tessering experiments have been unsuccessful – the first
man who tessered disappeared completely, and Mr. Murry ended up on Camazotz acciden-
tally and was imprisoned. 

6. How has Meg changed, both physically and emotionally, when she arrives on the gray
planet? Meg’s body is frozen and paralyzed after tessering to the gray planet. Also, because of
ITs influence, Meg has harsh, bitter thoughts and feelings. She becomes angry with her father
for tessering her away from Camazotz while leaving Charles Wallace behind. She speaks to her
father in a rude, accusing manner. Meg is also angry and impatient with Calvin. 
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Select ion Review #6

A Wrinkle in T Ime

Chapters 11 and 12

1. Who is Aunt Beast? Describe Meg’s experience with her. Aunt Beast is a soft, furry, blind
beast on the gray, dull planet to which Meg, Mr. Murry, and Calvin tesser. Aunt Beast has a
very kind, warm, comforting presence and helps heal Meg, who is frozen and paralyzed.
Meg’s relationship with Aunt Beast helps her not only regain her physical health, but also her
courage.

2. Why is Meg the one chosen to return to Camazotz? Whoever rescues Charles Wallace
must have a special connection to him. Meg is chosen to return to Camazotz because
Charles Wallace understands her, and she is closer to him than anyone else.   

3. How does Meg’s attitude change toward her father? Why does it change? Meg lets go of
the bitterness she has felt toward her father and apologizes for being unkind to him. Meg
realizes that she has been unreasonable to expect her father to solve all of her problems.
She accepts the fact that some things are her responsibility and that she must expect to do
some difficult things on her own.

4. How does Meg help Charles Wallace escape from IT? Meg has her love for Charles Wallace,
while IT only knows how to hate, control, and destroy.  Meg saves Charles Wallace by
communicating her love to him.  This pulls him away from IT.  

5. Mrs. Who quotes from the Bible when she says, “…God hath chosen the foolish things of
the world to confound the wise, and hath chosen the weak things of the world to confound
the things that are mighty.” Explain how these words relate to Meg’s encounter with IT
during the story’s climax. This Bible verse says that God uses foolish, weak people to succeed
against those who are smarter and stronger. Meg is small, weak, and inexperienced compared
to IT. IT controls the entire planet of Camazotz and is threatening to take over other places in
the universe as well. However, Meg is able to overcome ITs power through her love for her
brother, Charles Wallace. 

continued...
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6. Identify at least three important themes in A Wrinkle in Time. Cite examples from the
story that support these themes. A Wrinkle In Time contains many themes. Be sure to cite
examples from the story to support the themes you identify. Some of the themes of the
novel are as follows: 1) The universe is a battleground between the forces of good and evil.
Each person must choose whether or not to help in the fight against evil. 2) Our world is a
spiritual world. People can only experience life’s richness and goodness by understanding
this reality. 3) Individuality is a good thing, while conformity leads to a loss of freedom. It is
important to “be yourself,” and not think and act like everyone else. 4) Young people must
learn to assume their responsibilities rather than relying on others to take care of all their
needs and problems. 5) The support and encouragement of others give people strength
and courage. This helps them face danger, fight against evil, and fulfill their responsibilities.



Literature Test  #1

A Wrinkle in T Ime

Chapters 1 and 2

1. List at least three ways that the author creates suspense in A Wrinkle in Time. 

2. Why is Meg unhappy with her life?

continued...

N a m e :
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3. Why do people in the community call Charles Wallace “stupid”? What is he really like?

4. Who are Mrs. Whatsit and Mrs. Who, and what are they like?

5. What big problem does the Murry family face? Who plans to help them?
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Literature Test  #2

A Wrinkle in T Ime

Chapters 3 and 4

1. Why does Meg have so much trouble in school?  

2. Why does Calvin feel uncomfortable in school even though he is a successful student and
athlete?  

continued...

N a m e :
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3. How does Mrs. Who react when Mrs. Whatsit tries to tell the children how they traveled to
Uriel? Why does she react this way?

4. In what way does Charles Wallace seem more comfortable on the strange planet Uriel than
Meg is? 



Literature Test  #3

A Wrinkle in T Ime

Chapters 5–6

1. Why isn’t Mrs. Murry worried about her children? 

2. Why is Earth in danger?

continued...

N a m e :
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3. What do the children plan to do on Camazotz? 

4. Why are the children thinking about entering the CENTRAL Central Intelligence Building?
Explain why Charles Wallace and Calvin disagree about this plan.  

5. Conformity is sameness. It can include sameness in thought, appearance, or behavior. How
is conformity expressed on Camazotz? What do you think author Madeleine L’Engle thinks
about conformity? Explain your answer.
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Literature Test  #4

A Wrinkle in T Ime

Chapters 7 and 8

1. Why are the children sent to the man with the red eyes? What does he want to do to them? 

2. Why is Charles Wallace sure that the man with the red eyes is being controlled by someone
else? 

continued...
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3. Why don’t people argue on Camazotz? Why are people healthy? 

4. Why does Charles Wallace change? How does he change? 

5. The man with the red eyes says, “I am peace and utter rest. I am freedom from all responsibility.
To come to me is the last difficult decision you need ever make.” Why does the man with the
red eyes think this type of lifestyle will make people happy? Do you agree or disagree with
him? Why? 



Literature Test  #5

A Wrinkle in T Ime

Chapters 9 and 10

1. Why does IT easily take control of Charles Wallace? Why does IT have more difficulty taking
control of Mr. Murry, Calvin, and Meg? 

2. Explain how Mrs. Who’s glasses help Mr. Murry to escape. 

continued...
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3. What does Mr. Murry mean when he says the scientists’ tessering experiments were like
“children playing with dynamite”? 

4. Why does Meg become angry with her father? 

5. Describe the dangers that Charles Wallace and Meg each face at this point.  



Literature Test  #6

A Wrinkle in T Ime

Chapters 11 and 12

1. How do the beasts, especially Aunt Beast, help Meg? 

2. Why must Meg be the one who rescues Charles Wallace? 

continued...
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3. What “weapon” does Meg use to fight against IT at the end of the story? Is she successful? 

4. Describe at least two ways that Meg changes during the story. Use examples from the story
to support your answer. 

5. Identify and discuss one important theme in A Wrinkle in Time. 
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Vocabular y  Test  #1

A Wrinkle in T Ime

Chapters 1 and 2

WRITE SENTENCES FOR THE FOLLOWING WORDS:

N a m e :

frenzied vulnerable antagonistic

isolated fragrantly placidly

subsided sarcastic sinister

warily
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N a m e :
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Vocabular y  Test  #2

A Wrinkle in T ime

Chapters 3 and 4

WRITE SENTENCES FOR THE FOLLOWING WORDS:

somber dubiously incomprehensible

indignant deft obscure

legible abruptly rigid

transform



Vocabular y  Test  #3

A Wrinkle in T ime

Chapters 5 and 6

WRITE SENTENCES FOR THE FOLLOWING WORDS:

N a m e :

serenely raptly peril

perturbed clarify simultaneously

unkempt
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Vocabular y  Test  #4

A Wrinkle in T ime

Chapters 7 and 8

WRITE SENTENCES FOR THE FOLLOWING WORDS:

N a m e :

nondescript fury primitive

remote tenacity ominous

menace vacant monotonous

intensity
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Vocabular y  Test  #5

A Wrinkle in T ime

Chapters 9 and 10

WRITE SENTENCES FOR THE FOLLOWING WORDS:

N a m e :

distorting omnipotent imperceptible

brusquely triumphantly soberly

anguish frigid fallible
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Vocabular y  Test  #6

A Wrinkle in T ime

Chapters 11 and 12

WRITE SENTENCES FOR THE FOLLOWING WORDS:

N a m e :

frank distraught despised

prompt absurd precise

jeopardize confound contagious
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